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Ansrnact
The Kambalda area has undergone lower amphibolite

facies metamorphism and complex polyphase deformation.
Fe-Ni sulfides represe,lrt variably altered and deformed relict
magmatic sulfide. Fabric reLationships in massive sulfid€s
mimic tectonite fabrics in adjacent silica& asseinblages and
indicate that sdfide fabrics preserve tle total deformationat
sequence. Pyrrhotite-pentlandite layering in massive sul-
fides of low and medium Ni-tenor developed as an S1
fabric in respouse to ductile, noncataclastic deformatiou.
This deformation also produced flattened foliated lenss
of relict magmatic pyrite. During D2 deformation, a
second-generation fabric (Si developed in high*train
domains, resulting in extreme cases in tie formation of a
totally transposed layoing. An upright Q spaced cleavage,
coincident with metamorphic pak, ovoprints these fabrics.
Marginal pyrite selvedges reprcent replacement of pyrrhc.
tite tlrough sulfurization at the edges of the massive sul-
fide layer. Coarse-grained idioblastic pyrite overprints
pyrrhotite-penllandite layering, marginal pyrite selvedges
and relict magmatic pyrite lenses. Pyrite r€placement of pyr-
rhotite and recrystallization are sync.hronous with relrograde

The fabric evidence zuggests that prograde
metamorphic events did not result in a complete rwersion
to monosulfide solid-solution, contraXy to the bonclusions
of prwious workers. A new interpretation of experimen-
tal data supports tlis inference, and indicates tlat the sta-
ble assemblage, for typical medium-tenor ores at lower
amfhibolite facies, is: nickeliferous pyrrhotite + nickel-
rich monosulfide solid-solution.

Keywords: sulfide fabrics, nickel sulfldes, metamorphism,
deformation, Kambalda, Australia.

So!${ArRB

La rdgion de Kambalda a €t6 soumise i un m6tamor-
phisme de facies amphibolite inf6rieur et e une d6forma-
tion pollphasde complexe. Les sulfires Fe-M sont des reli-
ques magmatiques alterdes et ddform€es I des degr€s divers.
Les relatious texturales entre sulfures massifs simulent la
texture des tectonites que l'on observe dans les assembla-
ges de silicates avoisinants et indiquent que la texture des
sulfures a pr6serv6, dans son entibret6, la suite des d6for-
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mations. Les couches superposdes de pyrrhotine-
p€ntlandite, dans les sulfures massifs d basse ou moyenne
teneur en nickel, se sont form6es en texture Sl sous l'action
d'rme d€formation ductile et non-cataclastique. Cette mfue
d€formation a 6galement produit des masses lenticulaires,
feui[eties et aplaties, de pyrite magmatique rdsiduelle. Au
cours de la d6formation D2, rme texture de deuxiOme g€n6-
ration ($) s'est form€e dans les domaines fortement d6for-
m&, provoquant, d4ns les cas extr€mes, la transposition
totale des couches. Uu syst0me de joints verticaux, espa-
c6s de 53, marquant le maximum du m€tamorphisme, tra-
versetrt les textures prdcitdes. Des liseras de pyrite margi-
nale t€moignent du remplacemeut de la pyrrhotine par
sulfurisatiou en bordure de la couche de sulfure massif. De
la pyrite idioblaste I grain grossier vient se superposer i
l'ensemble couches de pyrrhotine-pentlandite, liser€s de
pyrite marginale et lentilles de pyrite magrnatique r6siduelle.
Le remplacement de la pyrrhotine par de la pyrite avec
recristallisation est contemporain du m€tamorphisme r€tro-
gade. Les faits texturaux observds montrent que le m6ta-
morphisme prograde u'a pas eu pour r&ultat le retour total
d une solution solide de monosulfure, ce qul est cgntraire
aux conclusions des auteurs antdrieurs. La nouvelle inter-
prdtation des donn6es expdrimentales 6taye la conclusion
que I'assemblage stable des minerais typiqueg, i teneur
moyenne et de facies amphibolite infdrieur, est: pyrrhotine
nickelif&re + solution solide de monozulfure riche en nickel.

(fraduit par la R€daction)

Mot*clls: texture des sulfures, sulfures de nickel, m6ta-
morphisme, ddformation, Kambalda, Australie.

INTRoDUc"IIoN

The Kambalda Fe-Ni sulfide deposits occur in the
Norseman-Wiluna belt, a NNW-trending Archean
greenstone belt within the Yilgarn Block of western
Australia. The deposits are well documented (e.g.,
Ewers & Hudson 1972, Ross & Hopkins 1975,
Gresham & Loftus-Hills 1981, Marston 1984), and
are regarded as the type example of the komatiite-
associated nickel deposits (Marston et al. l98l).

The association of the deposits with komatiite la-
vas has influenced most investigators to conclude
that the deposits are magmatic in origin, and formed
by the accumulation of settling immiscible Fe-Ni sul-
fide droplets within komatiite flow-units. Recent
publications have concentrated on tle origin and ge-
ometry of these komatiite host-rocks (a9., Lsher
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et al. 1981,1984), orthemechanisms of magma flow
and cooling (e.9., Huppert et al. 1984). Signifisanl-
ly, however, Barrett et al. (1976, 1977) and Groves
et al. (1979) highlighted the potential importance of
metamorphic modification, and pointed out that the
extent of any metamorphic overprint must be clear-
ly understood before aa attempt is made to model
magmatic processes.

This paper concentrates on i) the role of defor-
mation and metamorphism in producing the charac-
teristic textures of the massive-sulfide ores and, ii)
the way in which these processes can explain ttre na-
ture and origin ofpyrrhotite-pentlandite layering and
of pyrite selvedges and lenss witlin massive sulfides.
An alternative interpretation of experimental phase-
relationships in the Fe-Ni-S system is presented to
allow"for the development and preservation of tec-
tonite layering in massive-suffide ores during pro-
grade amf'hibolite-facies metamorphism.

Grolocv oF THE DEPosrrs

The volcanic stratigraphy and nature of the Kam-
balda deposits are described by Ross & Hopkins
(1975), Gresham & Loftus-Hills (1981), Groves &
Hudson (1981) and Marston (1984). In this section,
only those aspects relevant to tlis paper are $ffitn&
rized.

Metamorphic and tectonic frarnework

The Kambalda area has a complex tectonic-
metamorphic history, with polyphase deformation
accompanying prograde metamorphism. The main
phases of deformation are associated with the
dwelopment of structures and tectonite fabrics at
all scales; this producod complex geometries of form
surfases. All rocks at Kambalda have been metamor-
phosed; however, for clarity all meta- prefixes will
be omitted.

The only published accounts of the metamorphic
and tectonic histories for the Kambalda region are
those of Barrett et al. (1977) and Gresham & Loftus-
Hills (1981). Systematic remapping of underground,
surface and diamond-drill information, combined
with petrological deta from up to 500 thin sections,
has provided a complete re-interpretation of the
stratigraphic, metamorphic and tegtonic framework
of the Kambalda area. These data are reported in
an unpublished Western Mining Corporation report
(Archibald 1985) and will be described in a subse-
quent paper. In this paper only a summary of this
framework is given.

D1: The earliest recognized deformational phase
at Kambalda is interpreted to be a major thrusting
eveut. Folds are rarely observed, and 51 fabrics are
weakly to strongly developed as foliations parallel

or subparallel to lithological layering. Strain
associated with D1 is dominantly constrictional
away from shear zones. Examples of D1 tlrusts are
the Juan Fault (Maxston & Kay 1980) and the Foster
thrust (Fig. 4, Gresham & Loftus-Hills 1981).

D2: This event produced open to tight, recumbent
to inclined folds, conmonly dislocated by extensive
thrusts parallel or subparallel to their axial surfaces.
A prograde tectonite fabric was heterogeneously
developed during D2. Strain was dominantly flat-
tening. Most pinchouts (Gresham & Loftus-Hills
1981) are examples of this deformation, for exam-
ple along the westerq marsn of Hunt shoot (see Fig.
3B, Gresham & Lofttrs-Hills 1981).

D3: This deformation produced open, upright
folds such as the Kambalda dome (Gresham &
Loftus-Hills l98l). Associated axial-surface folia-
tions are irregularly developed as NNW-trending
spaced cleavage. Deformation was synchronous with
to sliehtly later than the peak of metamorphism. This
deformation is equivalent to the D3 of Arshibald el
al. (1978).

Do: Deformation associated with this event is res-
tricted to major upright NNW-trending normal and
reverse faults. Related tectonite fabrics are retro-
grade. Examples are tle Boulder-Lefroy fault
(Gresham & Loftus-Hills 1981) and the Hunt A fault
(Phillips & Groves 1984).

Metamorphic conditions at Kambalda attained the
lower amphibolite facies. A combined estimate of
peak metamorphic conditions of 520-550'C and
2.5 t I kbar is based on the work of Bavinton
(1979, 1981), Donaldson (1983) and Archibald
(1e85).

Nickel sulfrde mineralizstion

The stratigraphy of mafrc and ultramafic rocks
intimately assosiated with nickel minglalizafiea !5
relatively simple, comprising a tlick sequence of
tholeiitic basalts, which is overlain by a series of
komatiite flow-units. The komatiites can be divided
into an upper member, consisting of thin (1-2 m)
flow units of moderate Mg-content (16-3090 MgO),
and a lower member, mnsisting of thick (50 m), high-
Mg flow units (30-4090 MgO) and interflow sedi-
ments. The nickel mineralization occurs toward the
base of the lower member as thin, tabular concen-
trations of Fe-Ni sulfides of varying tenor. Tenor
is defined as nickel in 1@90 sulfides; low-tenor ores
contain less than 890 Ni, medium-tenor ores between
8 and 1490 Ni, and high-tenor ores, greater than 1490
Ni (see Cowden & Woolrich 1987). Ore'shoots' con-
sist of one or more of these tabular sulfide bodies,
many of which are structurally dislocaJed into anum-
ber of ore surfaces. Broadly, three distinct categories
can be delimited, based on their stratigraphic and
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struc.tural settings. These are contact, hangrng-wall
and offset ores (Gresham & Loftus-Hills l98l).

Contact ores ocsur at the base ofthe first ultra-
mafic flow-unit immediately overlying the basalt
footwall. Typically this ore type is in part confined
to embayments, or troughs, in the footwall basalt.
The margins of the embayments are termed pinch-
outs and in most cases are D, low-angle reverse
thrusts or tight recumbent folds. The bulk of the
nickel reserves at Kambalda (Gresham & Loftus-Hills
1981) occur as large-tonnage, medium-tenor, con-
tast ore-shoots such as Long, Lunnon and Juan
shoots (Gresham 1986). llanging-wall ores ocsur at
the base of the second komatiite flow-unit or, lss
commonly, at the base of the third or fourth flow-
unit. They typically overlie contact-ore positions,
contain less nickel metal and are higher in tenor than
their repective underlying contact-ores. Offset ores

form a minor component of the metal reserves, albeit
locally important. As the term implies, they have
been structurally emplaced into an offset position
in the footwall or hanging-wall of a major orebody.

The ore zone

The ore zone is one to five metres thick and com-
prises varying proportions of massive, matrix and
disseminated sulfides (Fig. l). Massive sullides son-
tain greater than 8090 sulfides, matrix sulfides con-
tain 40 to 8090 sulfides, and disseminated sulfides
contain 10 to 4090 sulfides. Woodall & Travis (1969)
first desgribed the characteristic stratification of the
ore zone, where matrix and disseminated sulfides
overlie massive sulfides. Individual types of ore can
occur in isolation, but generally there is evidence of
tegtonic disruption where this is the case.

l
l
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Ftc. l. A schematic sketch of a typical section tlrough the ore zone.
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Massive sulfides are most conmon as low- and
medium-tenor contact ors and usually comprise
3090 of tle ore profile. Typically, tley form a near-
continuous irregular layer on the footwall basalt;
their local distribution is controlled by small-scale
structural features.such as faults or folds (Marston
& Kay 1980). In both contact and hanging-wal hieh-
tenor ore surfaces, massive sulfides are less coulmon

F;JII roorwALL BASALT

I-l penruarotrE BANDTNG

ffi evnrre LAYERS

FFjl orsseurNArED suLFtDEs

ftc.2. Sketch of wellJayered, medium-tenor massive sul-
fides from l2M south stope, Juan Marn surface, Juan
complex, (KNO gdd co-ordinates 551340N, 371510E,
- 50 m R.L.). Note the upper marginal pyrite selvedge
transgressing layering and the internal pyrite lenses,

and have a more inegular distribution'than
associated disseminated ores.

Pynhotite-pentlandite layering is characteristic of
massive sullides, particularly in low- and medium-
tenor ores. It grossly parallels the overall attitude of
the massive-ore layer. Pyrite is common and occurs
as dissrete layers or lenses, eitler witlin or at the
margins of the massive-sulfide layer (Fig. 1). Maene-
tite and chromite 21s mine16sg6ssory minerals, and
are concentrated at the top or bottom of the massive-
sulfide layer (Fig. 1).

Matrix and disseminated sulfides generally form
amore continuous and thicker layer ovedying mas-
sive sulfides. The contact between the two is sharp,
and comnonly tectonic. The mineralogy of matrix
and disseminated sulfides is similar to that of mas-
sive sulfides, consisting of pyrrhotite, pentlandite,
pyrite and mapetite. However, magnetite and, to
a lesser extent, chromite, are more abundant in these
rocks compared to massive sulfides @wers & Hud-
son 1972). Matrix and disseminated sulfides do not
exhibit the marked textures and fabrics of massive
sulfides.

FasRrc EuErvENrs AND TExruREs IN MAssrvE
Sul,r.toes

11are important features of massive sulfides,
namely pyrrhotite-pentlanditg layering and pyrite
layers and lenses, have important implications for
interpretation of the deformation history of massive
sulfides.

Pynhotite-pentlandite layering

In the foUo\ring sections, tle fabrics of massive
sulfides are dessribed, covering the range from early-
formed ductile tec'tonite fabiics and their develop-
ment, to the effests that late-stage brittle fractures
have in modifying the ore profile.

Previous investigators (e.9., McQueen L979a,b'
Groves & Hudson 1981) have suggested that the
layering is a late-metamorphic fabric following
unmixing from a single-phase monosulfide solid-
solution (Mss) (cf, Naldrett et al. 1967, Kullerud e/
al. 1969) synchronous witl or after the peak of
metamorphism. Gross fabric relationships observed
from many underground faces, however, indicate a
more complex origin.

Layering dominates most low- and medium-tenor
massive sulfides, and consists of alternating layers
of pyrrhotite and pentlandite that are commonly
parallel to the margins of the massive-sulfide layer
(Fig. 2; Woodall & Travis 1969, Ewers & Hudson
1972, Ross & Hopkins 1975, Marston & Ituy 1980).
This fabric represents an annealed tectonite (Bayer
& Siemes l97l,Barrett et al. 1977, Ostwald & Lusk
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198). Mineralogical layering is poorly developed in
high-tenor ores, but strong contact-pamllel fabrics
are conmon. As these rocks underwent the same
deformations as medium-tenor ores, the lack of
development of layering is attributed 1e f[si1 high
content of pentlandite and pyrite (Cowden & Wool-
rich 1987).

The development of layering from crackle-veined
massive sulfides is described. This latter type of ore
is rare and consists of pyrrhotite criss-crossed by a
network of fractures, infilled by fine-grained pent-
landite (Figs. 3, 4B), and discrete amoeboid
aggregates of fine-grained pyrite (average 5 cm in
diamet€r). The pyrrhotite apparently occurs as large
(10 cm) single crystals. In dl cases where srackle-
veined massive sulfides have been observed (e.9., 50
and 52 surfas€s at the Juan complex, and on the 7,
8 and 9 levels at Long shoot), they are within the
central portion of the massive-sulfide layer and never
at tle margins. In the 1050 stope at the Juan com-
plex, crackle-veined sulfides grade into layered
massive-snrlfides on the footwall contact, and the dis-
crete amoeboid aggrggatc of pyrite are progressively
fl,attened and foliated toward the base. The dwelop-
ment of mineralogical layering and flattening of
pyrite with progressively increasing strain is illus-
trated in Figure 3. This sketch shows a rock transi
tional in texture between crackle-veined and layered
sulfide. lfis timing of the dwelopment of this layer-
ing is constrained by the overprint of an upright, S,
spaced cleavage (Fig. 3), and is therefore related to
either the Ds or D2 deformation.

Tight folds of massive-sulfide layering are com-
mon and typicdly occur in the hinge zones of F2
folds (ag., pinchouts). These folds rarely have any
expression in the upper and lower margins of the
massive ores. An example from Fisher shoot (Fig.
4D) illustrates the dwelopment of an $2 axial-
surface foliation in the hinge zone of a mesoscopic
F2 fold in layered sulfides. Fine-grained foliated
lenses of pyrite, flattened in Sl, are folded, and S,
is developed as a second-generatiop layering. This
mesoscopic fold is parasitic to a macroscopic over-
turned F2 syncline (the Fisher Troughn Gresham &
Loftus-Hills 1981). Another example is illustrated in
Figure 5, where at Hunt shoot, inclined F2 folds
of the basalt-komatiite contast define the 'pinchouts'

to the ore surfaces. In the hinge zone of the folds,
pillows in the footwall basalt are flattened in the
plane of a strong $ foliation with pillow elongation
paralleling the pitchline of this pinchout. The strong
S, foliation obliterates 51 banding in massive sul-
fides, with pyrite lenses reoriented and flattened in
52. In other localities, for example at Long shoot,
fine-grained elongate lenses of pyrite occur at an
angle to the dominant mineralogical lay€ring (see also
Seccombe et a/. l98l). This is interpreted to repres€nt
extreme transposition, such that the only preserva-

CRACKLE-VEINED MASSIVE.ORE
WITH UNFOLIATED PYRITE'BLOBS'

LAMINATED PYRRHOTITE : PENTLANDITE
ORE WTH FOLIATED PYRITE LENSES

FOOTWALL BASALT

PENTLANDTTE'CRACKLE'  vEtN

'srRArNED' 
PYRRHoT|TE

INCIPIENT DEVELOPMEIIT OF
COMPOSITIONAL EANDING

orratt- or pENTLAND|TE 'caAcrtE' vErH
SHOWING DEVELOPMENT OF S: CLEAVAGE

FIc. 3. Sketch of medium-tenor sulfides from the 1050
stope, 50 surface, Juan complex (KNO grid co-ordinates
55139&1.{, 371703F,, + 88 m R.L.), showing tle progrc-
sive development of banded massive zulfides from
crackle-veined massive sulfide.s. Note the flattening of
amoeboid pyrite blobs and the overprinted 53 cleavage.

tion of the S, fabric occurs in the pyrite lense, with
the massive ore exhibiting a strong 52 banding.
Both these examples illustrate that fabrics in sulfides
are congruent with those in adjacent silicate rocks.

Brittle frasture of the basalts in the immediate
footwall affects overlying massive-sulfides. Sulfides
are injected into these fractures, flowing plastically
around basalt contacts and deforming pyrrhotite-
penflandite banding. These structures typically deve-
loped during either Dr or D3; in the latter case the
small faults and offsets are generally parallel to Sr.

Fabric relationships in the massive sulfides mimic
tectonite fabrics in adjacent silicate assemblages and
indicate that the sulfide fabrics preserve the total
deformational sequence. Most of the pyrrhotite-
pentlandite layering developed as an Sr fabric. Dur-
ing the D2 deformation, an 52 fabric was dweloped
in higher-strain domains such as flattened F2 hinge
zones and resulted, in extreme cases, in the forma-
tion of a totally transposed layering. Thus there is
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Itc.4. Photograph$ of textures in medium-tenor massive sul{ides. A. Photomictograph of boundary of marginal pyrite
selvedge with a pyrrhotite layer in massive sulfides. Sample is from face sketched in Figure 2, $te to the right
invades grain boundaries between pyrrbotite [eft), eventually isolating and consuming pyrrhotite. Sample 218808.
B. Crackl+veined massive sullides from tle 1050 stope; massive sulfides sketched in Figure 3. Fractures or veins
in pyrrhotite are filled by fine-gaiued pentlandite. Sample 7-2.4323. C. Part of a large lens of flne-grained foliated
pyrite (type 3) in massive sullides from the ll04 stope, Juan Main surface, Juan complex. Foliation in the fine-

Srained pyrite is defined by elongate inclusions of silicates and carbonates. Coarse idioblastic pyrite (Epe O over-
grows this foliation. Note that the idioblastic pyrite occurs in close association with chalcopyrite in the central por-
tion of the pyrite lens. Sample 214747.D. tayered massive-$ulfide from Fisher shoot, 14L decline' (KNO co.ordinates
5469/TN,3723llB, - 154 R.L.). Specimen shows F2 fold of Ss layering and transposition of layering to form an

L bandine axial planar to the F2 fold. Note tle re-orientation of flattened lenses of foliated pyrite. Sample 227515.

extensive field-evidencethat tectonite layering in the
sulfides developed predominantly as Dr and D2
fabrics and, consequently, prior to tle peak of
metamorphism (Archibald 1985). Further widence
is provided by the layer-parallel nature of
pyrrhotite-pentlandite layering where the geometry
of this layering is highly variable, yet the q Oeak
of metamorphism) fabric is constantly an uprigbt
NNW cleavage.

Development of layering

The observations on the development of layering
in massive sulfides have very important genetic impli-
cations. Most experimental work (Naldrett et ar.

1967, Kullerud et al, 1969) suggests that at peak
metamorphic conditions at Ikmbaldathe only stable
phase for most ore compositions is Mss. Previous
interpfetations of the mineralogical layering in mas-
sive sulfides (Barrefi et al, 1977, McQueen l94ga,b,
Grovs & Hudson 1981) claim that layering resulted
from nucleation and exsolution of pentlandite from
this Mss during soeling from the peak metamorphic
conditions.

The textural evidence prsented in this paper sug-
gests tlat pyrrhotite-pentlandite layering in massive
sulfides was developed during Dt and D2 and was
prcerved tlrough peak conditions (DJ. Subsequent
exsolution, recrystallization and annealing during
pak (DJ and retrograde @d metamorphism modi-
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fied sulfide textures, but did not destroy the prograde
(Dr-DJ fabrics. The inference is that layering
formed as a response to deformation and not from
strbs-dirested exsolution upon cooling. Therefore,
any model for ttre formation of layering is basically
constrained by the same processes that control the
dwelopment of banding in silicate rocks, such as
mylonites or banded peisses. Vernon (1974) con-
cluded tlat to produce essentially monomineralic
layers by ductile deformation, the precursor rock
must have two basic properties: fustly, it must con-
tain more than one rnineral, and secondly, the grain
size of the original rock must have been greater than
that of the resultant tectonite. The development of
layering in massive sulfides, outlined below, satis-
fies the constraints imposed by Vernon's model.

Layering in low- and medium-tenor massive sul-
fides formed from tle deformation of a massive,
coarse-grained, pyrrhotite - pentlandite a pyrite
assemblage, perhaps similar to crackle-veined mas-
sive sulfide. The development of different types of
tectonite fabric as a response to varying degrees of
stress is shown schematically in Figure 6. Deforma-
tion resulted in plastic flow and recrystallization of
individual grains into elongate layers that were sub-
sequently annealed. Constituent minerals responded
differently to deformation: pyrrhotite deformed
plastically, pntlandite, which is less ductile, retained
its int%rity as extensive layers, whereas pyrite, which
is the least ductile, was drawn out into small lenses
or bands.

Strain within a massive-ore profilewas heterogene-
ous, being most intense adjacent to tle footwall con-
tact. This resulted in sulfide blastomylonites on the
contact, and granoblastic sulfide gneissa afuay from
this contact. The development of layering in mas-
sive sulfides is also dependent on tle pentlandite-
pyrrhotite ratio. Low- and medium-tenor ores are
well layered, whereas high-tenor ores, which contain
only minsl pyrrhotite, are poorly layered. In part,
this reflects the differing deformational properties
of the constituent minerals; under ductile conditions,
low- and medium-tenor pentlandite-pyrrhotite ores
would have a lower strength at a given ifress than
high-fsas1 peaflandite-pyrite ores (cl, Barrett et al.
1977; MacDouald & Paterson, pers. gsmm., 1985).
However, sft91 imfrortant contributing factors are
the phase relationships sf high-tenor ore composi-
tions at elevated temperatures (3m-6m'C).

Overall, tle massive sulfides *ould b€have as very
low-sbength materials uuder the P-T conditions esti-
mated during deformation. They would have a high
ductility and low strength compared to most silicate
assemblages (Clark & Kelly 1973; J. MacDonald &
M. Paterson, pe,rs. comm., 1985), deforming plasti-
cally at much lower sbesses than adjacent host-rocls.
11 this regard, it would be possible to produce, at
comparatively low stresses, textures in massive ores

FIc, 5. Sketch cross-section of ttre D Zone Deeps area,
Hunt shoot (cross section no. 84). Note the folding of
an 51 foliation by F2 recumbent folds and obliteration
of 51 banding in sulfides by $ foliation associated with
thrusting iupinchouts. Upright 53 cleavage overpritrts
these fabrics.

similar to those normally associated with extreme
strain in silicate rocks, i.e., ductile shear-zones in
high-grade peisses $atzl968, Ramsay & Graham
1970, Vernon 1974, Myers 1978).

furite textures

Previous studies of nickel ores at Kambalda have
identified two habits or modes of occurrence of
pyrite in massive sulfides:"coarse-grained pyrite is
associated with chalcopyrite, and fine-grained pyrite
is associated with pentlandite @wers & Hudson 192,
Marston & Kay 1980, Seccombe e/ a/. 1981). This
study has shown that the distribution and mode of
oscrurence of pyrite in massive sulfides are more
complex than this; a summary of the various types
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FIc.6. Texture in massive sulfides as a function of dqree
of stress and annealing. A. Coarse-grained, crackle-
veined massive sulfide containing blobs of fine-grained
pyrite. B. Fine-grained, foliated massive sulfides con-
taining flattened foliated fine-grained pyrite lenses. C.
Coarse-grained, poorly-banded massive sulfide. D.
Coarse-grained, well-banded massive sulfide contain-
ing flauened foliated pyrite lenses.
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of pyrite, together with their different textural and
structural settings, follows:
Type 1: fine-grained pyrite forming an integral part
of high-tenor ores. Pyrite is a primary component
of high-tenor ores because their bulk composition
lies within the field of coexisting pyrrhotite-
pentlandite-pyrite in the Fe-Ni-S system (Cowden
& Woolrich 198?. This contrasts with compositions
of low- and medium-tenor ores, which lie on or near
the pyrrhotite-pentlandite tie line (Cowden & Wool-
rich 1987). As a consequence, pyrrhotite-poor
pentlandite-pyrite assemblages are cornmon ia high-
tenor ores; pyrite is interstitial to pentlandite.

Type 2: amoeboid aggregates in medium-tenor
crackle-veined suffides. This type forms discrete
amoeboid aggregates of fine-grained pyrite in
crackle-veined ma$sive sulfides.
Type 3: elongate lenses of foliated pyfte within mas-
sive suffides. Fine-grained lenses of foliated pyrite
axe common in medium-tenor, layered massive-
sulfides, in recrystallized, structureless massive-
sulfides and especially so in high-tenor ores (Fig. 7).
The lenses within medium-tenor massive sulfidc are
deformed equivalents of the amoeboid blobs in
crackle-veined sulfide. They typically occur within
tle massive-sulfide layer, tiough layers of foliated
pyrite along the margins have also been observed.
Internal lenses are generally small, on average 5 x
2 cm, although rarely they attain several metres in
length. They have a strong foliation defined by
sutured, locally anastomosing aggregate of elongate
pyrite, trains of pentlandite, ma€petite and deformed
silicate inclusions. The margins of these lenses are

sharp, and tlere is no pyrite replacement of adjacent
pyrrhotite in massive sulfides, together suggesting a
deformed contast. An upright 53 cleavage over-
prints pyrite lenses, although cleavage is not always
well developed.
Type 4: pyrite selvedges at the margins of massive-
suWe layers comprising both coarse- and Jine-
grained pyrite. Pyrite selvedges occur as thick (1 to
l0 sm), impersistent layers at the margins of mas-
sive sulfidc (Fig. ?. They are most commonly deve-
loped where massive sulfides are in contast \rith
eitler matrix or disseminated sulfides (Ftg. 2; see also
Woodall & Travis 1969, Bwers & Hudson l%2). \\e
pyrite selvedges mimic the margin of the massive sul-
fides, even where this mardn is unequivocally tec-
tonic, such as a D, fault offset (Fig. 2). The lower
boundary of these selvedges is typically dissordant
to the pyrrhotite-pentlandite layering and appears
sharp in hand specimen. On a microscopic scale, the
boundary is gradational, with pynhotite in massive
sulfides replaced by ragged, anhedral fine-grained
pyrite (Fig. 4A). The pyrrhotite-pentlandite folia-
tion is partially preserved as a'gbost' foliation in
marginal layers of pyrite. The relict layering within
the pyrite selvedge is defined by sutured, elongate
aggregates of pyrite after pynhotite, trains of
magnetite and foliated gangue inclusions. Impor-
tantly, ovoid grains of magnetite aliped parallel to
the layering in the massive sulfides show no change
in abundance, orientation or morphology across ttre
pyrite-banded sulfide boundary. Clearly, marginal
selvedges of pyrite are superimposed upon
pyrrhotite-pentlandite layering and appear to result
from tle alteration of pyrrhotite to pyrite without
any coincident production of magndtite (Fig. aA).

Internally tle pyrite selvedges are not homogene-
ous and are commonly modified by subsequent
recrystallization. Coarse, idioblastic pyrite grains
(type O, typically assosiated with chalcopyrite, are
commonly well developed al the top of the selvedge
(Fig. aC). In contrast, fine-grained pyrite with
associated pentlandite is predominant at tle base of
the band.

An upright S, cleavage is observed in layered sul-
fides, but is not generally developed in the marginal
selvedges of pyrite. Either pyrite does not record this
cleavage event, or formation of marginal pyrite sel-
vedges is syn- to post-D3.

Type 5: fine-grained pyrite around late brittlefrac-
rzres. Fine-grained pyrite is developed in 1- to 2-cm
wide selvedges around late (D4?) brittle fractures
tlat cross-cut massive sulfida. This style of replace-
ment pyrite is similar to that of fine-grained pyrite
in marginal selvedges.
Type 6: scattered coarse-grained idioblastic pyrite.
Scattered idioblastic pyrite grains are dweloped
throughout low- and medium-tenor massive zulfidc,

>: fl-aefir?.
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Ftc.7. Sketch of high-tenor massive sulfide$ from tle 234
stope, Banana surface, Juan complex (KNO grid co-
ordinates 5503mN, 371595E, +281 R.L.). Foliated but
poorly banded massive sulfides contain abundant fine-
grained foliated pyrite lenses (tlpe 3) resembling a flaser
texture. Note tle marginal pyrite band (type 4) at the
upper massive-sulfide boundary.
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overprinting all pre+xisting fabrics and resulting
from late recrystallization of fine-grained pyrite or
nucleation of new gains. Coarse-grained pyrite
forms the core to larger fine-grained foliated pyrite
lenses (type 3) and is common wittrin the upper mar-
ginal selvedges ofpyrite (type 4). It also overgrows
pyrrhotite-pentlandite layered sulfides. Coarse-
gained pyrite is rarely in contast with layered sul-
fide (Fig. 2) and in such cases, for example, at Long
shoot, massive sulfides are completely altered and
recrystallized to coarse (up to l0 cm) idioblastic
pyrite grains in a matrix of pentlandite; commonly
such ores are assosiated with thick marginal layers
of magnetite.

Thce sixtypes of pyrite can be considered in three
categories within the context of a tectonis frame-
work. Firstly, there is possible relist magnatic pyrite,
either occurring as pyrite in high-tenor ore (type 1),
as undeformed amoeboid aggrcgates (type 2) or as
lenses deformed by the earliest D1 and D, deforma-
tions (6pe 3). Secondly, there is metamorphic
replacement pyrite occurring along ihe margins of
massive ores or late brittle fractures (type 4 and 5).
Thirdly, idioblastic grains of recrystallized pyrite are
developed from all of the above categories or
represent newly nucleated grains ofidioblastic pyrite
(tvpe O.

The first category (types 1,2 and 3) is considered
to have formed as an exsolved phase during sesling
and crystallization of magmatic sulfides @arr.ett et
al. 1977). It is not considered here in more detail.
The second and third categories modify 2 mins14-
logical banding formedas a tectonite fabric, and as
such form late in the deformational-metamorphic
history (syn- or post-D3). Their development is dis-
cussed in more detail below.

Marginal selvedges of pyrite are interpreted as
pyrite replacement of pyrrhotite without coincident
generation of magnetite (see Fig. 4A). This suggests
that a sulfurization reaction occurred similar to that
outlined by Seccombe et al. (1981). Oxidation, as
proposed by Marston & I{ay (1980), would require
tle generation of substantial ?mounts of magnetite.
Only in cases of extreme metamorphic modification
of massive sulfides, for example in parts of Long
shoot and Gibb shoot (see Cowden 198Q, is there
abundant magnetite associated with massive sulfides.
In most cases massive sulfides contain about 2Vo
magnetite @wers & Hudson 1972), and tlus sulfu-
rization appears to be the dominant proces of alter-
ation.

Seccombe el a/. (1981) suggested that the sulfuri-
zation occurred as a result of the interastion of late
metanorphic fluids witl massive sulfide. The fabric
evidence presented here confirms that such reastions
occurred late in the tegtonic history of the massive
sulfides and wherever fluid access was possible (for
example, along brittle fractures and at the upper, or

more rarely, lower margin of the massive sulfides).
The preponderance of selvedge development at the
upper marg1n of the massive-sulfide layer, a feature
noted by Woodall & Travis (1969), suggests that pyr-
rhotite replacement by pyrite was associated with
alteration produced by circulating metaqorphic
fluids in overlying lithologies (see Cowden & Wool-
rich 1987, Cowden 1980.

DrscussloN

Fabric elements in massive sulftdes
The main fabric elements are summarized below

and are illustrated schematically in Figure 8.
Development of tectonite fabrics in massive sulfides
parallels fabric development in adjacent silicate
assemblages (Tabte 1). As such, the sulfide fabrics
reflect tle Ds, D2, D3 and Da deformations, as tley
formed during both prograde and retrograde
metamorphism.

A) The earliest, and least deformed, texture is that
of crackle-veined massive sulfide; it sontains blobs
of fine-grained pyrite in coarse-grained pynhotite.
This texture may represent a modified primary
rcxnrre.
B) Pyrrhotite-pentlandite layering, together with
flattened, foliated pyrite lenses, represents an S,
fabric formed in response to strain arising from D,
tlrusting (Fig. 8-2, 3). The pyrite lenses are
deformed equivalents ofthe pyrite aggregates in the
crackle-veined massive sulfides.
C) Folding and thrusting assosiated with the D2
deformation overprint and transpose 51 layering,
and result in the development, in many instances,
of a new $ layering. In extreme cases, the only
reHcs of the S, foliation are tle lenses of fine-
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FIo. 8. Schematic rqlresentation of major fabric elements and textures of massive sulfides. l. Pyrrhotite-pentlandite
Sl tectonite banding folded bftigbt recumbent F2 fold. 2. Flattened lens of foliated pyrite parallel to 51 foliation.
3. Transposed pyrrhotite-pentlandite banding defining an q fabric axid planar to F2 folds. 4. Marginal pyrite band
tran$gressing layering. Note coarse-gained pyrite a1 upper marsn. 5. Idioblastic pyrite overprinting fine-grained
pyrite lens and banding. 6. Disseminated sulfides. 7. Upripht spaced cleavage (S).

grained pyrite inclined at an angle to the transposed
52 foliatiou (Fig. 8-2, 3).
D) A weakly developed updCht spaced cleavage
formed during the D3 deformation. During or after
D3, fine-grained pyrite replaced pyrrhotite, over-
printing existing fabrics along brittle fractures and
at the upper margin of the massive-sulfide layer (Fig.
8-4).
E) Brittle fracture of the enclosing rocks modified
the overall geometry of tle massive-sulfide layer,
resulting in plastic flow and sontortion of sulfide
banding.
F) Idioblastic, soarse-emined pyrite overprints all
fabrics and occurs as scattered porphyroblasts in
layered sulfides, in the core of pre-existing lenses of
fine-grained pyrite and at the upper margin of mar-
ginal selvedges of pyrite (Fig. 8-4, 5).

Metarnorphic monosulfide solid-solution

Detailed experimental studies in the system Fe*
Ni-S (e.9., Naldrett e/ a/. 1967, Kullerud et al. 1969)
contradist our field observations that monominer-
alic layers were preserved during the peak of
metamorphism. Most published experimental data
on the system Fe-Ni-S at atmospheric pressure indi-
cate that Mss is stable from 3fr) to 900oC. Conse-

quently, available experimental data on the system
Fe-Ni-S have been re-evaluated, incorporating the
work of MacDonald and Paterson (pers. comm.
1985) to resolve conflicting experimental data and
field observations.

McQueen (1979b) conducted heating experiments
on natural Fe-Ni massive-sulfide ores from the
Redross mine, a komatiite-associated deposit 50 km
soutl of Kambalda. At 500 and 540oC, his experi-
ments gave conflicting results for different compo-
sitions of massive sulfides. Medium-tenor massive
sulfides reverted eitler to Ni-poor.rl4s, or to Ni-poor
i4rs + Ni-rich.tl4ss, whereas high-tenor ores reverted
to Nirich Mss + pentlandite assemblages.
McQueen's data are summarized in Figure 9, along
with our interpreted phase-relationships. It appears
that both pentlandite andi4s are stable at these tem-
peratures and, most importantly, a complete solid-
solution htween pyrrhotite and NirichMss does not
exist. The conflicting results of the experiments of
McQueen (1979a) and Kullerud et al. (1969) may
reflegt kinetic problems in attaining equilibrium in
these systems. For example, Barker & Parks (1983)
held an Fe-Ni sulfide assemblage at 3@oC for two
years and found that equilibrium was still not
attained and that the field of Mss is much narrower
tharx that predicted by Naldrett et al, (1967). T:hus,
insomplete solid-solution between the Mss end mem-

\ \
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Ni

Fto. 9. Portion of t,he system Fe-Ni-S at 5@ to 540oC and one atmosphere, showing our interpreted phase-relationships
and the results of McQueen's (1979b) experiments (open circles). Stable assemblages for low- and medium-renor
compositions are Ni-poor Mss @o solid solution + Nirich Mss), and Ni-rich ir'sJ + pentlatrdite for higb-tenor
compositions.
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bers may be due to disequilibrium in experiments.
Conversely, if equilibrium was achiwed, it indicates
tlat two discetei4ssphases can coexist at these tem-
peratures. Additional Components in the system Fe-
Ni-S may also enhance the stability of two Mss
phases. Hill (1983, 1984) demonstratedthat fortypi-
cal compositions of magmatic sulfide, the presence
of only 190 Cu in the system could markedly alter
phase relations as the stability of pyrite and pent-
landite is enhanced.

Peak metamorphic conditions at Kambalda
reached lower-amphibolite facies, and ore textures
indicate considerable strain. Of particular relevance,
therefore, are the results of an unpublished series of
experiments conducted on natural Fe-Ni sulfide orc
and their host rocks (J. Macdonald & M. Paterson,
pers. comm. 1985). At 600oC with a confining pres-
sure of 3 kbar and a strain rate of 1g-s s-t, single-
phase Mss was not the stable assemblage. The resulrs
of these experiments are summ,arized in Figure 10,
which shows that for high-tenor ores, the stable
assemblage at 500 to ffi'C is Ni-rich Mss r pyrite
and for low- and medium-tenor ores, Ni-poor Jly'ss
+ Ni-rich Mss + pyrite. These phase relationships
explain the apparent contradiction between our
interpretation of the fabric elem€nts and ore texture
and the experimental data cited by other investiga-
tors. In the case of low- and medium-tenor ores, two
Mssphasa t pyrite t pentlandite formthe stable
assemblage at peak metamorphic conditions. There-
fore the ores can deform as bi- or trimineralic
aggregates, even at elevated temp€ratures. The basic
requirements for the development of layering are
ttrerefore satisfied. Layering developed during pro-
gxade metamorphism as Ni-poor Mss and Ni-rich
Jt4rr bands. During retrograde metamorphism, these
phases reverted through diffusion-controlled exso-
lution to the stable low-temperature phases, pyrrho-
tite and pentlandite. At the same time, prograde

fabrics in high-tenor sulfides may be destroyed by
reversion to a single Ni-rich Mss phase, althoueh
pyrite layers and lenses would be preserved. Conse-
quently, many high-tenor ores consist of strongly
annaled and recrystallized pentlandite and have only
poorly defined tectonite fabrics.

CoNcLUsIoNs

The major conclusions of this study are listed
below, and a summary o116e timing of various fabric
el€ments in massive sulfides, relative to deforma-
tional events, is given in Table l.
1) During prograde metamorphism, mineralogical
layering in pynhotite-pentlandite massive sulfides
formed as a response to stress, probably pre-
dominantly shear stress, across the massive-sulfide
layer. The progressive increase in strain and degree
of development of layering toward the footwall in
some massive sulfides indicates that these rocls were
deformed as polymineralic rocks by ductile non-
cataclastic deformation. The textures that developed
in massive sulfides are largely a function of the
degree of strain and recrystallization; as such, the
banded sulfides represent blastomylonites and
gneisses.
2) The characteristic, small lenses of foliated pyrite
common in the massive sulfides are probably
deformed relict magmatic pyrite. They are flattened
equivalents of amoeboid aggregates of pyrite in
cragkle-veined sulfides.
3) Dwelopment of a tectonite fabric was wide-
spread during the D, deformation, leading to the
strong pyrrhotite-pentlandite layering of most low-
and medium-tenor ores. During tle D2 deforma-
tion, development of a new fabric occurred in zones
of higher strain, resulting, in extreme cases, in a new
transposed layering. Modification of layering dur-
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Fris. 10. Portion oftie system Fe-Ni-S at 3 kbar confining pressure and a straln rate of 10J s-1. The dragram illus-
trates tle prog$sive change in phase relations with temperature. Phase relations are interpreted from mineral com-
positions Gpe" cltctol i" products of experiments (data from J. MacDonald and M. Paterson, pers. comm. 1985).
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isNi-pooi Mss - Ni-rich Mss t pyrite, and for high-tenor compositions, Ni-rich Mss * pyrite or pentlandite;

3) 200"C: stable assemblage for low- and medium-tenor compositions is Ni-rich i/ss t pentlandite or pyrite.

ing the D3 deformation resulted i1 min61 develop-
ment of an upright spaced cleavage without forma-
tion of.tegtonite bandi.g.
4) Sulfur-bearing metamorphic fluids reasted with
pyrrhotite at the upper orr more rarely, the lower
margin of the massive-sulfide layer to produce a fine-
erained pyrite selvedge. Sufurization ocsuned simul-
taneously a,long zones of brittle fragture transgt'ess-
ing massive sulldes.

5) Coa$e idioblastis pyrite developed during meta-
morphic cooling by recrystallization of fine-grained

pyrite of both relict maglnatic and replacement types.
Other retrogtrade effects in the massive sulfides were
confined to an annealing of fabrics and reversion of
high-temperature phases to stable low-temperature
phases s,ithout significant modification of prograde
fabrics.

In summary, the massive Fe-Ni sulfide ores at
Kambalda display arange of tectonite fabrics formed
through both prograde and retrograde regional meta-
morphic events; as such, the ores provide a very sen-
sitive record of the tegtono-metamorphis history. In
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low- and medium-tenor ores, bi- or trimineralic Cowps.r, A. (198O: The PetrologJtt, Geochemistry and
assemblages were preserved during the prograde Mineralogy of the Kambaldo lron-nickel 5",W4"
metamorphic events. Depwits,,Western Australia. Ph.D. thesis' Univ.

London, London, England.
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